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Specific Program Definition 
APIIDA API Control Plane 

 

1. Preliminary remarks 

1.1. The parties acknowledge that the provisions outlined here are applicable to the product 
“APIIDA API Control Plane”, hereinafter also referred to as “product”. 

1.2. Terms of this Specific Program Definition (SPD) take precedence over diverging provisions of 
the End User License Agreement (“EULA”) of APIIDA. 

1.3. Furthermore, the regulations of the End User License Agreement of APIIDA apply. 

2. Licensed product / Right of use 

2.1. License metric 
A license of the product includes a set number of APIs that can be managed by the product 
and a number of Consumers (API Keys). 
 

2.2. Definition of an API 
An application programming interface (API) is a way for two or more computer programs or 
systems to communicate with each other. It is a type of software interface, that offers a 
service to other pieces of software.  
 

2.3. Definition of a Consumer (API key) 
An application programming interface (API) key is a unique identifier used to authenticate a 
user, developer, or calling program to an API. Consumers are the number of users, 
developers or calling programs to an API key.  
 

2.4. License type, usage limitations and fees 
The license type, the usage limitations (number of APIs and Consumers), and the license fee 
are specified in the transaction document (“Order Form”) between the contractual parties 
and are agreed separately of this Specific Program Definition. 
 

2.5. License term 
The license granted to the customer for the use of the product is limited to the term 
outlined in the order form on which the parties agreed. 
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